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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
November 4, 2016 

  

PRECYSETECH ANNOUNCES NEW INPALMSM ENHANCED VIDEO 

EXCHANGE SERVICES (“EVXS”); ALLIANCE WITH BLACKHAWK 

IMAGING SYSTEMS, LLC 

Creating New inPALMsm Integrated Asset Tracking and Enhanced Video Applications To 

Support Law Enforcement and Public Safety 

Reston, VA, November 4, 2016 – PrecyseTech Corporation (“PrecyseTech”) 

announced today the launch of InPALMsm Enhanced Video Exchange Services 

(“EVXS”) teaming with Blackhawk Imaging, LLC, a leading technology company 

offering proprietary, high quality 180 degree proprietary cameras targeting law 

enforcement and security applications. The inPALMsm EVXS application includes a 

PrecyseTech modular ruggedized mobile base station and inPALMsm asset 

management and analytics applications deployed in a vehicle, integrated with 

Blackhawk’s 180 degree cameras providing an integrated enhanced video, 

personnel and asset tracking solution to improve law enforcement response time, 

improve operations, and save lives. The inPALMsm architecture also integrates 

with PrecyseTech’s proprietary enterprise asset tracking networks, enabling the 

inPALMsm EVPS application to link to PrecyseTech  stationery  ‘mini-beacons’ to 
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track assets and personnel at fixed locations such as event venues, airports, ports, 

and other critical sites. 

‘The new inPALMsm Enhanced Video Exchange Services offered with Blackhawk 

provides law enforcement and security staff with powerful new operational 

capabilities,” said Paul B. Silverman, PrecyseTech President and CEO. “ Identifying 

pinpoint locations of deployed personnel; locating critical support assets; 

enhancing video images with asset analytics metadata- these are representative 

new EVXS capabilities now available with the new addition to PrecyseTech’s 

inPALMsm applications and analytics portfolio,” said Silverman.  

The inPALMsm EVXS application will be deployed with selected law enforcement 

agencies in mid-November 15, and the system will be commercially available for 

user deployment starting December 15th. 

“I believe we have created an exciting new solution and toolset using 

PrecyseTech’s proven, proprietary asset tracking technology integrated with 

Blackhawk’s 180 degree proprietary camera technology,” said Harvey Weiss, 

Managing Partner, Blackhawk Imaging Systems, LLC. “Coupling video streaming 

with asset tracking and analytics, and seamlessly integrating real-time between 

mobile and dedicated network infrastructure provides powerful new capabilities,” 

said Weiss. 

About Blackhawk Imaging 

In May of 2015, Blackhawk Imaging acquired the assets, including the patents and 
know-how, to continue to manufacture and market the unique 180-degree wide 
field of view with no distortion, multi-sensor family of “Scallop” cameras. The 
scallop camera family includes day and night, inside and outside, commercial and 
rugged environment models making them suitable for both permanent and 
mobile situational awareness applications. Complete solutions providing GEO 
Referenced Real-Time Mobile Streaming Video for Law Enforcement, Critical 
Infrastructure Protection, Industry and Services are available.  

 


